CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING WINE
BIN#
10. KORBEL BRUT

BOTTLE
$

elegant dry and delicate with a rich, toasty bouquet

11. MARTINI ROSSI, ASTI

$

Italy’s most popular wine slightly sweet and very effervescent. This sparkling wine
comes from the piedmont region.

12. MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL

$

Dry with a hint of fruitiness, this wine imparts a special lightness and delicacy that
has achieved worldwide recognition for excellence

13. VERDI SPUMANTI

$

Zesty, soft and fruity flavor served chilled to enjoy its balanced, clean, delightful
taste. Verdi is the Sparkling Italian Fun!

14. RUFFINO PROSECCO

$

Crisp, clean and delicate with fine bubble caressing the palate. Intense sensations of
apples and peaches drive a pleasant aftertaste, which is reminiscent of fruity and
floral aromas.

ITALIAN WHITE WINES
BIN#

BOTTLE

20. PIGHIN, PINOT GRIGIO

$

A light and crisp white wine with a tart, pristine fruit, well suited to chicken and
white meats.

AMERICAN WHITE WINES
22. MONTEVINA WHITE ZINFANDEL

$

Fresh fruity wine, with a blush of color.

23. ESTANCIA CHARDONNAY

$

Delicate in body but at the same time rich in all its fruits and fragrance.

24. RODNEY STRONG CHARDONNAY

$

A full-bodied dry wine with pleasant bouquet and great finesse.

25. SEAGLASS SAUVIGNON BLANC

$

A white wine that has an attractive yet subtly oaky touch; deep, intense, finely
etched Sauvignon flavors.

26. KENDELL JACKSON CHARDONNAY

$

Beautifully integrated tropical flavors such as pineapple, mango, and papaya with
citrus notes that explode in your mouth.

ITALIAN RED WINES
BIN#

BOTTLE

40. RUFFINO, CHIANTI

$

It has a ruby red color, an intense fragrance and a harmonic dry taste.

41. RUFFINO, CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA DUCALE

$

This classic red Chianti is a full- bodied, smooth, very dry red wine. A classic
example of this Italian treat.

42. RUFFINO, CHIANTI CLASSICO, RISERVA GOLD

$

A harmonious and rich wine, with an excellent combination of new wood and ripe
fruit, full body and silky tannins.

43. SANTA CRISTINA, SANGIOVESE

$

A light and spicy red wine with fresh fruit flavors, and a lingering finish.

44. MEZZACORONA, PINOT NOIR

$

A finely structured wine, medium body with a lovely pinot noir scented bouquet.

45. STEMMARI, CABERNET SAUVIGNON

$

Pairs well with grilled red meats and game, antipastos and cheeses

46. LUIGI RIGHETTI AMARONE

$

A full bodied wine with intense depth of flavor

47. BERTANI AMARONE CLASSICO

$

On the palate, it is a full-bodied, well-structured wine, with youthful tannins, well
balanced. Elegant, persistent, spicy and with a good structure.

AMERICAN RED WINES
BIN#

BOTTLE

50. ESTANCIA MERLOT

$

Intense color, full, soft tannins complemented by berry-like bouquet.

51. RODNEY STRONG MERLOT

$

A dry wine with medium body, soft tannins and outstanding balance.

52. SIMI MERLOT

$

A harmonious and rich wine, with an excellent combination of new
wood and ripe fruit, full body and silky tannins.

53. LIBERTY SCHOOL, CABERNET SAUVINGNON

$

Superior dry wine, nice balance with medium body. Extremely drinkable

54. J. LOHR, SEVEN OAKS, CABERNET SAVIGNION

$

A well balanced dry, exhibiting good fruit in flavor, supple and smooth finish.

55. HESS SELECT, CABERNET

$

A full-bodied, dry wine with pleasant bouquet, silky texture and
great balance.

AUSTRALIAN RED WINES
56. ROSEMOUNT SHIRAZ, BLACK LABEL
One of Australia’s finest red wines; rich, full-bodied and slightly spicy.

$

